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Abstract

Since most volcanic eruptions are fed by dykes, any assessment of volcanic hazards in an area must include an ev
the probability of injected dykes either reaching the surface or becoming arrested. Composite volcanoes are normally c
of alternating stiff (high Young’s modulus) and soft (low Young’s modulus) layers. Numerical models indicate that during
periods with magma-chamber inflation, the local stresses in composite volcanoes commonly prevent dyke-fed eruptio
the stresses in the stiff layers may favour dyke propagation and seismogenic faulting, the local stresses in the soft lay
seismically quiet and favour dyke arrest. Geodetic and field studies also indicate that most dykes never reach the surfac
only a small fraction of the magma volume injected from a chamber erupts at the surface. I propose that for a dyke-fed
to occur, all the layers along the potential pathway of the dyke must have local stresses that favour magma-driven e
fracture propagation. Thus, the stress field along the pathway must be homogenised.To cite this article: A. Gudmundsson,
C. R. Geoscience 337 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Niveaux lithologiques et contraintes locales dans les volcans composites : conséquences pour la mise en place des
dykes et le risque volcanique. La plupart des éruptions volcaniques sont alimentées par des dykes. Dans toute ana
risques volcaniques, il faut donc évaluer la probabilité qu’ont les injections de dykes d’atteindre la surface ou, au c
de s’arrêter en chemin. Les volcans composites sont ordinairement constitués par une alternance de niveaux méca
résistants et peu résistants, avec des modules d’Young respectivement forts et faibles. La modélisation numérique m
pendant les périodes de gonflement de la chambre magmatique, les contraintes locales au sein de volcans composites
généralement les éruptions alimentées par dykes. Alors que les contraintes dans les couches résistantes favorise
de tectonique cassante et la propagation des dykes, l’état de contrainte dans les couches peu résistantes n’est pa
l’activité sismique et entrave la propagation des dykes. L’étude de terrain et l’analyse géodésique indiquent que, pour l
les dykes n’atteignent jamais la surface. Seule une part réduite des injections magmatiques alimente donc les érup
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éruption alimentée par dykes ne peut se produire que si tous les niveaux que doit traverser le dyke lors de son chemin
la surface sont sujets à des contraintes locales, susceptibles de permettre la propagation des fractures en extension
la pression magmatique. Pour satisfaire cette condition, les contraintes doivent être relativement homogène le long d
magmatique. Des contraintes locales hétérogènes sont défavorables à la propagation des dykes. L’étude de la distribu
la sismicité permet d’évaluer ce degré d’homogénéité.Pour citer cet article : A. Gudmundsson, C. R. Geoscience 337 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Several hundred million people face the hazard
active volcanoes[9]. Much progress has recently be
made in understanding what happens once a volc
eruption has started[27]. Yet the stress conditions in
side a volcano that must be satisfied for magma
reach the surface are still poorly understood. To as
hazards we must understand why periods of unre
volcanic edifices are so much more common than
canic eruptions; why so many dykes, inferred to
emplaced during unrest periods, never reach the
face to feed eruptions.

Fig. 1. Extinct Tertiary rift zone in Southeast Iceland (cf.[12,13])
composed mostly of stiff basaltic lava flows with softer scoria, se
mentary and soil layers between the flows. Many dykes are arre
or offset at the contacts between the soft and stiff layers. View no
east, the pile is about 400 m thick.

Fig. 1. Élément d’une zone de rift éteint dans le Sud-Est de
lande[12,13] : alternance de coulées basaltiques mécaniquem
résistantes et de niveaux de scories et de paléosols peu résistan
nombreux dykes changent de parcours ou s’interrompent au co
entre ces deux types de matériaux. Vue vers le nord-est, affleure
épais d’environ 400 m.
e

t

Major volcanic edifices and rift zones are co
posite; they are composed of numerous layers (str
many of which have widely different mechanical pro
erties (Fig. 1). The volcanic edifices themselves a
referred to as stratovolcanoes, central volcanoes
composite volcanoes. The last name is used here,
for individual stratovolcanoes and major rift zones,
emphasise the many mechanical similarities these
canic structures have with composite materials[17,
21].

This paper explores the effects of layering in co
posite volcanoes on dyke emplacement and volc
hazards. The specific questions addressed are,
why are dyke injections in volcanoes and rift zones
much more common than dyke-fed eruptions? Sec
how does the layering affect the surface deforma
induced by arrested dykes? And, third, how can
results of the field observations and numerical mod
presented here help to evaluate volcanic hazards?

2. Data on dykes

There are three main types of sheet intrusions: s
inclined sheets, and dykes. Sills are parallel with
layering of the host rock. They do not normally supp
magma to volcanic eruptions and tend to be comp
atively rare in active rift zones and composite v
canoes. Inclined sheets, mostly dipping between◦
and 60◦, are common in the vicinities of many sha
low magma chambers[13,22]. Outside the stress-fiel
effects of shallow crustal magma chambers, howe
subvertical dykes are the most common magma-dr
fractures in composite rift zones and volcanoes[1]. In
this paper I use the word “dyke” in a generic sen
comprising both proper dykes and inclined sheets.
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Fig. 2. Basaltic dyke tip arrested 5 m below the surface of
Holocene rift zone in Southwest Iceland cf.[12,14]. View northeast;
the dyke is 34-cm thick at the bottom of the 8-m-tall exposure (a
cliff) but gradually thins to about 8 cm where its tip is arrested
the contact between the basaltic lava flow and the tuff layer belo

Fig. 2. Extrémité d’un dyke basaltique s’étant arête à 5 m de la
face dans la zone de rift du Sud-Ouest de l’Islande[12,14]. Vue vers
le nord-est ; affleurement épais de 8 m (falaise côtière). L’épais
du dyke, 34 cm en pied de falaise, diminue progressivement jus
8 cm en bout de dyke, au contact entre tufs et coulée.

Most dykes become arrested on their way to the
face[13–15]; some in essentially homogeneous (a
commonly thick) layers, others at contacts betwe
layers (Fig. 2). Dykes that end in thick, stiff (high
Young’s modulus) homogeneous layers taper ou
narrow tips. By contrast, many dyke tips arrested
soft (low Young’s modulus) layers or at contacts b
tween layers are round or blunt (Fig. 2). Many contacts
in composite volcanoes are weak; they tend to fo
planes of separation (parting surfaces), reflecting
weak bonds between layers of contrasting mechan
properties.

Since dykes are commonly arrested or, more g
erally, offset at contacts between layers of contras
mechanical properties[13–15], mechanical rather tha
thermal conditions appear to largely control whethe
propagating dyke becomes arrested or reaches the
face. These mechanical conditions are primarily
local stress fields associated with individual layers
contacts[13–16].

3. Surface deformation

Surface deformation during volcanic unrest perio
can be monitored using the Global Positioning Sys
-

(GPS) and the Synthetic Aperture Radar interfero
etry (SAR)[3,7,23]. The geodetic data thus obtain
have been mainly interpreted in terms of two ba
models: magma chambers and dykes[3,6,8,11,19,24–
26]. Large-scale inflation or deflation of the surface
a composite volcano is normally regarded as the re
of expansion or contraction of an associated mag
chamber.

An expansion is generally thought to be due to
creased pressure in the chamber, when the inflow
magma exceeds the rate of outflow. Similarly, cham
contraction is thought to be due to decreased pres
when the magma outflow rate exceeds the inflow r
Other processes that may result in deflation, suc
cooling of the magma in the chamber and subside
related to extension of the crust hosting the cham
are normally too slow to explain rapid deflation even
In particular, rapid deflation of the surface of a volca
is normally attributed to rupture of the magma cha
ber and related dyke injections.

The second basic model proposed to explain
face deformation during periods of volcanic unres
dyke emplacement. Almost all eruptions in compos
volcanoes are supplied through magma-driven fr
tures that on solidification become dykes. Many
rested dykes are associated with surface deforma
that can be detected by geodetic measurements.

Inferring geometries of arrested dykes from surfa
deformation data, however, is difficult for the follow
ing reasons. First, there is no unique solution wh
using two-dimensional surface deformation data
infer three-dimensional dyke geometry. Second, co
posite volcanoes are heterogeneous structures
many discontinuities where local stresses develop,
where individual rock bodies respond differently to t
dyke-induced loading. The surface deformation d
ing dyke emplacement may thus be a very comp
result of stress concentrations and displacements
erated by loading of a heterogeneous and anisotr
crust.

4. Model of dyke emplacement

Composite volcanoes are primarily composed
lava flows that alternate with beds of pyroclastics,
ten with weak contacts between the layers (Figs. 1
and 2). The lava flows are normally stiff, whereas t
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Fig. 3. Rotation of theσ1-trajectories (ticks) at the contact betwe
layers A and B encourages dyke arrest similar to that observe
Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. La rotation des trajectoires de la contrainte principale m
mum,σ1, au contact entre les niveaux A et B, favorise un arrêt
dyke comme celui de laFig. 2.

pyroclastic layers may be soft (such as young tuff l
ers) or stiff (such as many welded layers) depend
on their age and mode of formation.

Nearly all dykes are extension fractures, so t
they form in a direction perpendicular to the minimu
compressive (maximum tensile) principal stress,σ3,
and can thus be modelled as mode I (tensile, op
ing mode) cracks[12–14]. It follows that ideal dykes
propagate along pathways that are perpendicular tσ3
and thus parallel with the intermediateσ2 and the max-
imumσ1 principal compressive stresses.

The potential pathways of dykes can thus
mapped using the trajectories (directions) ofσ1. To do
this, several numerical models have been made, u
the finite-element program ANSYS (http://www.ansys
com). As an example, consider the stress field aro
the magma chamber inFig. 3. This is a two-dimen-
sional model where that chamber is of circular cr
section, but comparison with three-dimensional m
els [28] shows good correspondence. The mode
of unit height and width; all the other dimensio
are fractions of these units. The model is fastene
the corners (indicated by crosses), using the boun
conditions of no displacements.

The only loading in the model is the chamber’s
ternal magmatic excess pressure (pressure in exce
the lithostatic pressure at the depth of the chambe
10 mega-pascals (MPa). Before its elastic expans
resulting from the magma pressure, the chamber
a diameter of 0.25 units. The thickness of each of
layers A, B and C is 0.1 unit, while that of layer
is 0.7 unit. For a 10-km-thick crust, the diameter
the chamber in the model would be 2.5 km and
thickness of each of the mechanical layers A–C 1
The layer thickness in the models, however, may
regarded as arbitrary, since the contrasts in mech
cal properties between layers, rather than the abso
layer thicknesses, determine the local stress fields

In the model, layer D has stiffness of 40 GPa, la
er C 100 GPa, layer B 1 GPa, and layer A 100 G
Layers A and C are thus very stiff and may repres
piles (acting as mechanical units) of stiff basaltic la
flows. By contrast, layer B is very soft and may rep
sent soft pyroclastic rocks or sediments[4,20]. Layer
D is moderately stiff and corresponds to large part
the crust of the rift zone in Iceland[13,14] and many
common rock types[4].

In Fig. 3, the ticks show the trajectories (dire
tions) of the maximum principal compressive stre
(σ1) along which ideal dykes should propagate. T
direction ofσ1 changes from vertical below the conta
between layers A and B to horizontal at the conta
While the vertical direction favours dyke propagati
the horizontal direction favours dyke arrest, similar
that seen inFig. 2.

5. Model of surface deformation

Traditionally, surface deformations in compos
volcanoes and rift zones have been interpreted in te
of models that assume the crust to be a homogene
isotropic half-space or a semi-infinite body[24–26].
Presumably, the main reason why such models c
tinue to be used is that they are simple and eas
use[19].

A vertical extension fracture with an upper tip a
comparatively shallow depth below the free surface
an elastic half space and subject to internal fluid ov
pressure (or external tension) generates tensile stre

http://www.ansys.com
http://www.ansys.com
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at the surface to either side of the projection of
fracture tip to the surface, and no tensile stress at
surface right above the tip itself[18]. Early devel-
opments of this model for arrested dykes indicate
significant graben subsidence at the surface above
upper tip of the dyke[25], but later studies indicate n
such subsidence[26].

When a homogeneous, isotropic half-space mo
is used for composite volcanoes their fundamental
chanical property, namely the layering, is ignored. T
mechanical effects of layering normally decrease w
depth in the crust as the layers become more we
together at their contacts and form thicker units of
sentially homogeneous properties. At shallow dep
in active composite volcanoes, however, a homo
neous, isotropic half space is normally a poor mo
since there the crust consists of alternating soft
roclastic layers (occasionally sedimentary layers)
stiff lava flows. In addition, the contacts between
layers at shallow depths are often weak.

The BEASY boundary-element program (http://
www.beasy.com) was used to calculate the surface a
tip stresses induced by at dyke arrested at 1-km d
below the surface of a 10-km-thick composite rift zo
(Fig. 4). The stiffnesses of the layers are 40 GPa
C) and 100 GPa (B); they are thus stiff to very s
and should magnify any dyke-induced tensile stres
A weak contact between layers B and C is 8-km lo
similar to the surface width of a typical Holocene vo
canic system in the rift zone of Iceland[12]. Such
weak contacts may occur between a pile of basa
lava flows and either a pile of weaker lava flows or
pyroclastic layers.

The contact is modelled as an internal spring wit
stiffness of 6 MPa m−1 in the vertical direction (open
ing) and 12 MPa m−1 in the horizontal direction (slid
ing) because of a possible anisotropy in stiffness
pending on whether the loading is opening or slidi
This low stiffness takes into account the stiffnes
of rocks at the contact in the lava pile (Fig. 1); for
example, weak tuff layers may have small-sample l
oratory Young’s moduli as low as 50 MPa and we
mudrocks as low as 3 MPa[4]. Models with zero dis-
continuity stiffness, corresponding to an open joint
a contact, yield similar results.

At the tip of the dyke, the theoretical tensile stre
reaches 111 MPa (Fig. 4). Nevertheless, no tensi
stresses are induced at the surface above the dyke
 e

Fig. 4. Surface (a) and tip (b) stresses induced by a dyke with a t
arrested at 1-km depth below the surface of a composite rift zon
800-m depth, there is a weak contact between layers B and C
contours of the maximum principal tensile stressσ3 are in MPa. The
dyke thickness as compared with the crustal thickness is not to s

Fig. 4. Modélisation de la distribution des contraintes induites pa
dyke dont la propagation est arrêtée à une profondeur de 1 km
la surface d’une zone de rift composite. À 800 m de profond
un contact mécaniquement faible a été placé entre les niveaux
C. Les iso-valeurs de la contrainte principale minimum,σ3, sont en
MPa. Par souci de lisibilité, l’épaisseur du dyke n’est pas à l’éch

peak surface stresses (1.3 MPa) occur above the
of the 8-km-long weak contact, that is, at distances
4 km to either side of the dyke tip. Thus, if there w
any surface deformation (fractures), it would occur
these peak areas and have no simple relationship t
geometry, or depth to the tip, of the dyke.

6. Discussion

Most dykes injected from magma chambers d
ing unrest periods become arrested at some cru

http://www.beasy.com
http://www.beasy.com
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depths, indicating that the local stresses in compo
volcanoes commonly prevent eruptions. The seism
ity of a composite volcano (excluding dyke-induc
earthquakes) may indicate whether or not its str
field has been homogenised. If the seismicity is eve
distributed throughout the volcano, the stress field
essentially homogenised, so that dyke propagatio
the surface is likely. By contrast, if the seismicity
largely confined to specific rock bodies or layers,
stress field is heterogeneous and tends to arres
jected dykes and thereby prevent eruptions.

As an example, Campi Flegrei, a collapse cald
in Italy, was subject to dramatic crustal doming in tw
periods. From 1969 to 1972, the total maximum u
lift of the ground reached 1.7 m; from 1982 to 198
the maximum uplift of the ground reached 1.8 m[2,6,
10,11]. The peak of the uplift occurred in the town
Pozzuoli, where the cumulative uplift for both perio
was 3.3 m.

During the earlier period there was little seismici
but in the later period most of the earthquakes w
confined to a mechanical layer at the depth of 3–4
Thus, the stress field in crust of the Campi Flegrei a
was heterogeneous during these unrest periods. P
bly as a consequence, and despite the dramatic u
there was no eruption.

Similarly, of 30–40 inflation–deflation events wi
dyke injections in the Krafla Volcano in Iceland
1975–1984, only nine resulted in eruptions. Of th
nine eruptions, six (and all the significant ones)
curred in the second half of the period (from 198
[5]). Thus, in the early part of the period the stre
field in the Krafla Volcano and the associated par
the rift zone was heterogeneous and unfavourable
dyke propagation to the surface.

Normal faulting in the early part of the 1975–19
episode contributed to dyke arrest[14] and gradua
homogenisation of the stress field. However, dyke
jections in the early events were presumably the m
contributors to the homogenisation of the stress fi
that encouraged frequent and larger eruptions in
later part of the period.

In conclusion, during magma-chamber inflatio
many composite volcanoes develop local stress fi
that prevent volcanic eruptions. The local stresse
the stiff mechanical layers may then favour dyke pr
agation while the stress fields in the soft layers fav
dyke arrest. If the seismicity is uniformly distribute
i-

throughout a volcano, the stress field may be larg
homogeneous and encourage dyke-fed eruptions.
versely, if the seismicity is mostly confined to certa
mechanical layers within the volcano, the hetero
neous stress field is likely to encourage dyke arrest
prevent eruptions.
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